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What is the difference between the Olympic Games and World Championships? What is the connection between the ancient Olympic Games and the modern? Pierre de Coubertin, the acknowledged founder of the modern Olympic Games, pointed out in a radio address in 1935 that the difference and the connection are ones underscored by the concept of *religio athletae*:

The ancient as well as the modern Olympic Games have one most important feature in common: They are a religion. When working on his body with the help of physical education and sport-like the sculpturer at a statue—the athlete in antiquity honoured the gods. By doing the same today, the modern athlete honours his homeland, his race, and his flag. I think, I was right, therefore, when reconstituting the Olympic Games to have connected them with a religious feeling from the beginning. It is transformed and even elevated by internationalism and democracy—the features of our time—but basically it is still the same as in antiquity when it encouraged the young Greek to employ all of their strength for the highest triumph at the feet of the statue of Zeus . . . The religious idea of sport, the *religio athletae*, has entered very slowly into the consciousness of the athlete, and many of them act accordingly only by instinct.4

Coubertin’s words for the occasion were partially mistranslated into German to be used for general Nazi propaganda within Germany, but the French and English version, on which I rely here, have not been changed.5 Since Coubertin’s radio address, there have been several attempts to explain the phenomenon of *religio athletae*. All such attempts, however, have been centered around Coubertin’s quote noted above, broadcast by the Baron just two years before his death. Indeed, such analyses have been rendered without examining Coubertin’s own references to *religio athletae*, or its connotation in its contemporary use by others. In his *Mémoires Olympiques* he explained that for him sports were “a religion with church, dogmas, and ritual . . . but most of all with religious feelings.”7 The idea
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was later adopted by Avery Brundage, who proclaimed to his colleagues in the IOC that Olympism was a twentieth-century religion, “a religion with universal appeal which incorporates all the basic values of other religions, a modern, exciting, virile, dynamic religion.”

When Coubertin retired from the Olympic movement in 1925, he did not cease his interest in sport or education, which can be seen through his leading roles in the Union Pédagogique Universelle (1925-29) and the Bureau International de Pédagogie Sportive (1928-34). The term religio athletae, though studied in relationship to the Olympic Games, has not been examined within the context of the late work of Coubertin. The French nobleman wrote a 600 word paper in English under the title Religio Athletae in the very first issue of the Bulletin du Bureau International de Pédagogie Sportive, explaining the term and clarifying the difference between Olympic Games and world championships:

But we may be asked what difference do you make between the Olympic games and what are nowadays called world-championships? We agree that world championships do form a part of the Olympic games; nevertheless the Olympic games are “something else” as well, and it is just this “something else” that matters, as it is not to be found in any other variety of athletic competition... For centuries athleticism, its home in Olympia, remained pure and magnificent. There states and cities met in the persons of their young men, who, imbued with a sense of the moral grandeur of the games went to them in a spirit of almost religious reverence.

I will not venture into speculation as to why authors have focussed on Coubertin’s writing during the formative years of the Olympic movement, rather than his late work, thus overlooking this important essay on the essence of the Olympic Games. Coubertin’s notion of the way national representation is manifested is also obviously stated in his Religio Athletae text: “states and cities” meet at Olympic Games “in the persons of their young men.” Although the IOC had decided in 1914 (against the wishes of Coubertin, the French, American, Japanese, and Turkish delegates) that medals won by women should count as much as those won by men in scoring points to determine an overall Olympic Games champion nation, the founder of the modern Olympic Games refers above only to men, as according to him women should not actively participate.

In the years just prior to World War I, it became evident that the governments and opinion leaders of various countries commenced action to do something about stronger national representation at the Olympic Games. Such interest in sport by national leaders, of course, was prodded in part by the fact that the phenomenon of specialty sport journals evolved rapidly in Europe near the turn of the century. Veracity for the fact that national government interest in Olympic Games affairs mounted significantly before World War I, is substantiated by the following notations:

1) President Theodore Roosevelt personally came to the defense of American athletes in response to the way in which the protocol
and competition rules were interpreted by host-country England in the London Olympic Games of 1908; 15

2) Sweden was considerably involved financially in preparing its athletes for the Olympic Games in 1912; 16

3) the American president and two of his predecessors joined together in New York to celebrate the arrival home of the American Olympic team of 1912; 17

4) the British Olympic Committee was encouraged by the King to collect money to hire a national coach for track and field in order to perform better in 1916 than in 1912; 18

5) the German Reichs-parliament debated national representation at the Olympic Games at length in 1914 and provided money to prepare the athletes with the help of professional coaches, training camps and scientific research, all for their intended hosting of the Games in 1916; 19

6) the French brought their athletes together in long-term central training camps. 20

In the midst of rising public discourse on the issue of the state and Social Darwinism, 21 Olympic Games seemed to be a more productive way to compare oneself physically than fighting a war. The Times (London) editorialized:

There is also the consideration that the national reputation is more deeply involved than perhaps we care to recognize in the demonstration of our ability to hold our own against other nations in the Olympic contests... Whether we took the results very seriously ourselves or not it was widely advertised in other countries as evidence of England’s “decadence.” 22

The beginning of state amateurism, the active attempt of governments to do well in international comparison of their athletes, as they were identified by a country’s masses, is closely connected with the rise of the nationalistic fervor prior to World War I.

The spirit of religious reverence is closely linked to the notion that here men as athletes are performing a superb service for their fatherland, short only to fighting for it on the battle field. Coubertin referred to this point in 1913:

. . . Sport with its youthful élan which we witness today . . . can be seen as an indirect preparation for war. In sports all the same qualities flourish which serve for warfare: indifference towards one’s own well being, courage, readiness for the unforeseen . . . The young sportsman is certainly better prepared for war than his untrained brothers. 23

Martin Berner, a German journalist who had been sent on a fact finding tour to
America in an attempt to find out more of how the United States achieved its athletic success, amplified Coubertin’s thinking even more directly:

The Olympic Games are a war, a real war. You can be sure that many participants are willing to offer—without hesitation—several years of their life for a victory of the fatherland. . . . The Olympic idea of the modern era has given us a symbol of world war, which does not show its military character very openly, but—for those who can read sports statistics—it gives enough insight into world ranking.24

If it took but a short essay to explain *religio athletae* as a philosophical basis for the Olympic Games, one can reasonably assume that the notion of *religio athletae* was self-evident for Coubertin and many of his contemporaries. If that was the case, where does the term and the notion come from?

The Irish Connection

The only monograph ever published on *Religio Athletae* is by Alfred Arthur Lynch, who wrote a volume of poems, ninety six octavo pages,25 after he had originally introduced the term one year before.26 After Coubertin’s death, his library was auctioned. At that time, when the inventory was established, there were no works by Lynch to be found among the assembled books.27 Further, no Lynch/Coubertin correspondence has yet been found. Nevertheless, Coubertin and the Irishman Lynch may well have known of each other. A textual comparison will show the close parallel between the two men’s ideas.

First, a word about Lynch. Alfred Arthur Lynch was born on October 16, 1861 in Smythesdale, Victoria, Australia, the son of an Irish father and a Scottish mother. His father, John, was the leader of a miner’s strike which resulted in greater Australian independence from the authority of the British crown.28 Alfred Lynch went to school in Ballarat, where his father was exalted as a champion of liberty. Subsequently, he studied civil engineering at the University of Melbourne, from which he received his M.A. in 1887. He continued his studies in Berlin, where he studied physics and psychology. Later, in Paris, Lynch took courses in medicine. From 1889-1895 he worked as a journalist and author in London, where he also stood for parliament, but was not elected. For his political defeat, he blamed the influence of the Catholic church, which had supported a resident London candidate. This made him even more reserved towards Catholicism in general.29 In 1896 Lynch went to Africa to cover the Ashanti Campaign as a war correspondent for the *Evening News*. After his return, he became the Paris correspondent of the *Daily Mail* (1896-99). The French *Le Journal* sent him to South Africa in 1899 to report on the Boer War. Lynch wrote little about the campaign. Instead, he enlisted in the Boer forces, became a colonel, and led a troop of Irish volunteers against the British. Because of his anti-British posture, Lynch became popular in Ireland. At the 1899 by-elections, the Irish Nationalists in County Galway elected him as their representative to the British House of Commons. Upon his arrival in London, he was tried for high treason and sentenced to death. Through the intervention of influential friends, Lynch was released and exiled. For three years he worked on the
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staff of several newspapers in Paris. Finally, he was pardoned. Returning to London, he qualified as a doctor and practiced medicine in North London until his death on March 25, 1934. From 1908-1918 he represented the Irish County West Clare in the British House of Commons, retiring because of his antagonism to Germany, a political stance in strong contrast to the official Irish position. He spoke out vehemently against the enemy of Britain; eventually he was made a Colonel to raise an army of Irish volunteers for the British war effort. His troops did not see any active duty as the war ended before they could be used on the Western Front.30

Lynch often spent parliamentary holidays in Paris where he eventually received yet another university diploma, this time at the École Supérieure d'Electricité. He was a prolific writer, publishing books on such diverse subjects as geometry, physics, psychology, ethics, sports, and literature. He also published works on Ireland, wrote books of poems, and jointly produced a work on the Lord Byron Memorial Fund. Finally, he completed his autobiography.31

He was an accomplished track and field athlete in his younger days; a notation in his autobiography emphasizes the sporting element and demonstrates his affinity for sport in religious context:

My adoration of the Greek ideal had already formed one strain of my religion. I liked the athletic mind in the athletic frame, and I always had a hankering to know, when I heard of some great man, as to the time in which he could do a hundred. Eleven seconds seemed to be a possible limit of admission into the circle of manhood.32

I was unsuccessful in discovering a trace in Lynch’s writing which might show that he was influenced by the Aenach Tailteann, the ancient Irish games, sport festivals which evolved in pre-Christian time and were continued until 1169. Although those festivals have long served for national identification and have been linked with four days of religious celebration, thus connecting them with ritual context,33 it seems that such a legacy did not inspire Lynch. The Tailteann Games were not revived until 1924,34 when they served as Ireland’s own national Olympic Games.35 In the interim between 1169 and 1924, no Olympic-like festivals appeared to have taken place in Ireland. The Irish influence during the formative years of the Olympic movement,36 can only be seen indirectly, e.g. by the influence of the ideas of Lynch on Coubertin.

There are strong similarities between Coubertin and Lynch. Lynch fits the Baron’s ideal of a man characterized by the Latin motto mens fervida in corpore lacertoso (an overflowing spirit in a muscular body).37 The two men shared a love for sport.38 They also shared an interest in psychology, a scientific field in which both published. Coubertin, it will be remembered, staged the first-ever international congress for sport psychology in Lausanne in 1913.39 Each knew of the Olympic Games of antiquity and the influence of them in the education and sporting life of British college and Public School students.40 Both worked for Paris and London papers at the same time,41 gave lecture in the same organizations,42 worked on the same phenomena, such as kinaethetics,43 indeed, had many personal acquaintances in common. Thus, it is most likely that the two, who were of similar age (Coubertin
was one year older), may well have known each other, or at least knew of each other’s work. In their autobiographies, however, neither mentioned the other. As has been shown elsewhere, Coubertin did not always extend credit to those from whom he borrowed ideas with the intention of committing them to practice.  

Coubertin was sympathetic to the Irish course for independence from Great Britain. Then, too, his philosophy embraced the moral integrity of using sports for national identification. In Ireland this ethic was underscored by the creation of the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) in 1884. While Finland and Bohemia had the chance to appear in the Olympic Games with their own flag, at a time when they were not yet independent but rather parts of Russia and Austria, respectively, Ireland did not. Irish athletes and sport functionaries had sought official national status at the interim Olympic Games of 1906 in Athens, but their arguments were rejected by the Greek organizing committee. The official reasoning of the committee was that Ireland did not have its own parliament. But, from the evidence, it seems more likely that the strong British influence in international sport hindered independent Irish representation. When Irishman Peter O’Connor finished second in the broad jump and the British flag was raised, “O’Connor, who had been quite good at gymnastics, scaled the twenty foot flagpole and held aloft a green flag while Con Leahy (three days later a winner in the high jump) waved another from the ground beneath. This symbolic protest caused a sensation, engendering spirited comment in the British press, most of it generally unfavourable.” On the other hand, through the British-based Irish Amateur Athletic Association (IAAA), Ireland fielded its own national teams in competitions with sports aggregations representing England, Wales and Scotland, and, as well, competed independently in broader international cross-country competitions, as did the national teams of the other countries in the United Kingdom. It appears, though, that Lynch was neither involved nor associated with the GAA and IAAA. Considering how little time he actually spent in Ireland, this is quite understandable.

It seems that Lynch often turned to writings about Greek antiquity for his inspiration. For Lynch, like Coubertin, the Olympic Games were the holy mass of the concept religio athletae. The perfection of physical movement was equalled by the harmony of the human body, making the athlete both poet and sculptor of his own shape. The Olympic Games of antiquity were the holy days of ancient Greek religion; Olympia, the Mecca for the athletes. The performances of modern athletes were superimposed on those of antiquity to demonstrate that religio athletae remained alive. While only a limited number of sports were practiced by the ancient Greeks, modern sports developed differently, influenced greatly by national character. While Plato wrote much about dance, indeed, included it in the religio athletae of his time, Modern sports require the element of competition. The concept of religio athletae includes the classical ideal of beauty, the unity of the muscular body, the pure movement vividly reflected in a Greek statue. In his Koran of Love verses, Lynch expressed this sincere relationship between sport and culture:

I thought upon a time to keep a book
Of Beauty wherein might recorded be
Some hint, some flash, some quick impassioned look
Of every form of Beauty I should see;
And soon the work some round containment took,
Religio Athletae, such its blazonry -
A fine idea that both haunt me still,
Nor yet escapes the compass of my will.
An Athlete, that’s to say, a poet, too,
A soul of strength and grace and plastic ease,
That in the body’s bulk shines fervent through,
Whose every motion with its own agrees.
Perhaps in Greece the type were nearer true
Of soul and body cast in just degrees,
As witness, dancing, naked, Sophocles
Or Athens’ flower, great Alcibiades.
So I had hoped within this modern day
To find the tone of that athletic mould,
Not merely in the form but in each trait
And bent a character and thought enrolled;
But meaner aims have driven the type away,
And if within my mind I still enfold
That former dream of life’s accomplishment,
‘Tis but a dream, to mine own solace sent.
And so within my brain the picture lie
Of that dear smitten beauty that I love,
A narrow casket that does open fly
When some true word its sesame doth prove;
And endless fairy-land swims in my eye
And soft the sky of hazy blue above,
Or in a bower of simple, chaste delight
I find ’mid deeper thoughts an hour’s respite.

For Lynch, as for Coubertin, the individual strove for perfection of performance; the spirit of competition and fair play were considered the most important dimensions of religio athletae. Religio athletae expressed the harmony between physical and intellectual courage. For Coubertin this was reflected in the brief formula, mens fervida in corpore lacertoso, which contradicted the mens sana in colpore sano notion, a Latin prescription which he identified with Swedish gymnastics and the maintenance of the status quo.  

Coubertin saw his own notion as the basis for science, industry, the arts, and sport, embodying a voluntary striving for the highest possible perfection. Religio athletae can therefore be considered as a philosophical basis for the athlete to achieve an ever improving record.

In summary, the coincidence between the parallel notions of Lynch and Coubertin lead to the conclusion that Coubertin used Lynch’s penetrating thoughts on religio athletae as the Baron came to know and understand them. Although Coubertin never mentioned Lynch in his work, the Irish connection to the philosophical basis of the modern Olympic Games seems to be obvious. One need not be surprised about this. Coubertin read widely and spent hours discussing issues with his friends, but, in contrast to many of his contemporaries, he also put his
ideas into action, never worrying too much about where the ideas originally came from.
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